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2018 Dolphinfish Research Program Year in Review 
 In our social media post on January, 1, 2018, we set a simple goal for the year: tag and release 2,018 

small, healthy dolphinfish in the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea in 2018.  Before we posted, we thought for 

a second and wondered, can we actually do it?  Well, we did.  We distributed over 5,000 tags to 240 anglers in 

14 nations whom went on to tag 2,229 fish by 12.10.2018!  2018 has been quite a successful year for the DRP.  

There were many trials and tribulations in our first year running the program, but with the guidance of our board 

of directors; financial support from the Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation, Grady White Boats, AFTCO, as well as 

donations from a handful of fishing clubs and over 70 private donors; and in-kind support from Star Rods, 

Shimano, YETI, and Costa Del Mar for our year-end awards program, we were able to acquire incredible 

results.  In this review of 2018, we highlight six major events that occurred this year that advanced our 

understanding of dolphin and demonstrate the impact this program has on ocean conservation.  But first, we 

begin with a new recapture that is a primary example 

of how this program promotes conservation in action 

and works tirelessly to encourage anglers to release 

small, healthy dolphin. Kyle Veits & Ashley 

Ramey, clients of Le-Mieux Charters, recaptured a 

43" bull on 11.23.2018, 1 mile off Hypoluxo Beach, 

FL. The fish was tagged and released as a 16" peanut 

on 6.10.2018 by Captain Don Gates and the Killin' 

Time II team off Cudjoe Key.  Impressively, the fish 

grew 27" in 166 days. The fish was caught in U.S. 

waters and likely made a short migration around the 

Bahamas before being recaptured in U.S. waters as a 

bigger, filet-worthy, fish. Throughout the history of 

this fishermen-driven research program, we have had 

8 similar examples. Of those examples, the average 

growth was 14" and all fish were released off the 

Keys as fish ranging in size between 16-23" and 

recaptured off Miami to Canaveral as 28-43" gaffers.  

There’s a clear take home message here – Let them go and they will grow!  Interestingly, this adage has become 

a reality off the southwest coast of Panama as well.  On November 24th, with the support of Dr. Guy Harvey, the 

Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation, Guy Harvey Research Institute at NOVA Southeastern University, and the 

Tropic Star Lodge (TSL), over 50 anglers began to tag and release dolphin, launching the beginning of an effort 

to advance the conservation of dolphinfish and describe their 

life history traits, movements, and population dynamics in 

the southern portion of the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean.  

There were many incredible moments from our week at the 

TSL, but one of the most inspirational was our dock side 

meeting we had with the captains and mates who run the 

Bertrams out of the Tropic Star Lodge.  All of the captains 

and mates were very receptive to the idea as if they had been 

waiting to get involved in this for years.  Unifying moments 

like the ones we experience at the TSL create the synergy we 

need to weave the program into the everyday fishing lives of 

the captains and mates.  An exciting road lies ahead of us as 

the program expands to the Pacific, and we are certainly off 

to a strong start!  To help us expand in the Pacific please 

donate what you can today.   

https://www.guyharvey.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/ocean-foundation
https://cnso.nova.edu/ghri/index.html
https://www.nova.edu/index.html
https://www.tropicstar.com/en/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=MUULQ9TCG3ZHW&source=url
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/30630_recap.jpg
https://www.tropicstar.com/en/


2018 DRP Highlights by Month (Click Images to Enlarge) 

January/February 2018 

• Observation: A 51” bull traveled twice as far and in a different trajectory than a 41” female tagged 

and released in the same school at the same time.  The fish were both monitored with the same type 

of PSATs and for the same duration of time.  Full 10-day records were obtained for both fish.         

 

• Significance:  This is quantifiable evidence that shows an adult male caught in association with 

females deviate from the school and another female monitored simultaneously.  The fish were both 

caught, tagged, and released with the least amount of handling time possible.  Local knowledge 

suggests the female stayed in association with a line(s).  Click here to watch a film about this event.    

 

• Fishermen and Scientists Involved: Captain Luis Burgos and Mate Pepe Serrano of the Caribbean 

Fishing Academy;  Kelvin Serrano and Omar Collazo of Puerto Rico DNER 

 

March/April 2018 

• Observation:  First recovery for the DRP of a fish tagged off Florida and reported off Saint Vincent 

and the Grenadines.  Click here to see past East Coast international dispersals acquired for the DRP.       

 

• Significance:  Genetic studies have shown a single population throughout the WCA but there is 

evidence of different fishery-based stocks.  Barbados and the Saint Vincent and Grenadines marks the 

line between purported northern and southern stocks that may have different migration properties.  

This recovery suggests that if there are two migration circuits there is mixing of individuals between 

those circuits.   

 

• Fishermen Involved: Captain Ed Kattel aboard his vessel Cool Cat and Tashi Sutherland of the Saint 

Vincent and Grenadines.   

May/June 2018  

• Observation:  Two fish monitored with 10-day PSATs traveled 175, and 264 miles, in 

3.3, and 9.7 days, respectively.    

 

• Significance:  The DRP is building a baseline 10-day dataset across tagging zones for 

inter-regional comparisons.  These fish traveled twice as far as the 10-day tagged fish off 

San Juan, PR, in 2018.     

 

• Fishermen Involved: Captain Hunter “Doc” Stokes and the Painkiller Sportfishing 

Team of the Florence Blue Water Fishing Club, SC.   

 

Click to Enlarge 

 Click to Enlarge 

https://youtu.be/twH0fFFYSe4
https://www.caribbeanfishingacademy.com/
https://www.caribbeanfishingacademy.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/international-releases-dolphinfish-research-program.jpg
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/mrPATs_January_2018.gif
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/31119_recapture_dolphinfish_research_program_reduced.gif
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/May_5_deployments_sat_tag_gif_v2.gif
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 2018 DRP Highlights by Month (Click Images to Enlarge) 

July/August 2018 

• Observation:  It took the Killin’ Time II fishing team 165 outings, averaging 18 fish 

released/outing, to amass 3,008 releases as of August 2018. They have tagged >70 fish in one day 

on 8 different occasions, and on one outing in 2007, they tagged a staggering 101. The team tags 

an average of 166 dolphin/year and have tagged >300 in 3 separate years. 2017 was their best year 

ever when they tagged 424 fish, surpassing the all-time record of 415 dolphin tagged in one year 

set by Don Brown’s boat, Draggin Dreams, in 2005.  

• Significance:  If the DRP were a football team, Don Gates and his mates would be like Troy 

Aikman, Michael Irvin, and Emmitt Smith.  The triumphant triplets that shows us all how fun and 

incredibly impactful tagging can be.  Tagging also produces incredible results, as shown by their 133 recoveries!  Click here to learn more.  

• Fishermen Involved: Captain Don Gates and mates Darryl Williams and Allen Lewis of the Killin’ Time II Fishing team.  

September/October 2018  

• Observation:  Between 9.19 and 10.12, there were 49 fish tagged from Arecibo to north of St. 

Thomas (east of North Drop). Of those fish, 4 were recaptured which represents an astonishing 

8.1% recapture rate along the north coast of PR. Three of the recaptures showed westerly 

movements and averaged moving at 5.34 miles per day.  One dolphin was tagged and 

recaptured at the same FAD after 4 days of liberty, the highest fidelity observed to date off PR.    

• Significance:  FADs are more prevalent in the U.S. Caribbean which means we need more 

examples of how fish behave near these structures.  Our FAD research is ongoing  

• Fishermen and Scientists Involved: Captain Luis Burgos and Pepe Serrano of Caribbean 

Fishing Academy; Kelvin Serrano, Omar Collazo, Nilda Jímenez of Puerto Rico DNER; 

Captain Colin Butler of Fish Whistle Sportfishing Charters  

November/December  

• Milestone:  Expansion of the DRP to the Tropic Star Lodge (TSL). 

• Significance:  For the first time in the history of the TSL, a concerted effort is underway 

to tag and release dolphinfish.  As of 12.10., 216 dolphin ranging in size from 15-52.5” 

have been tagged and released to begin to describe the life history, movements, and 

population dynamics of the species off southwest Panama.  Next month, we will report on 

the 3 recaptures and a PSAT movement our effort has already produced.   

• Made Possible by: Dr. Guy Harvey, the Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation, Guy Harvey Research Institute at NOVA Southeastern 

University, and the Tropic Star Lodge. 

https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/gates_132_recaps.jpg
https://www.caribbeanfishingacademy.com/
https://www.caribbeanfishingacademy.com/
http://visportfishing.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/
https://www.guyharvey.com/ocean-foundation
https://cnso.nova.edu/ghri/index.html
https://www.nova.edu/index.html
https://www.nova.edu/index.html
https://www.tropicstar.com/en/
https://youtu.be/YAEW1SRy6aY
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Q3-Sept-FAD-eNewsletter-1.jpg
https://beyondourshores.org/expansion-to-the-tropic-star-lodge/


 

 

 

 

A recent report released by the World Resources Institute estimates that the global population is projected to 

grow to 9.8 billion in 2050 and food demand will rise by more than 50%, with demand for animal-based foods, 

which includes seafood, increasing by nearly 70%.  The authors go on to say that wild fish stocks will decline 

by at least 10% by 2050.  They stress the need to advance 

conservation measures for wild fish stocks and to create a 

coordinated effort to stabilize wild fish catch at 2010 levels by 

2050.  Dolphinfish has oftentimes been considered an 

inexhaustible fishery resource by many fishermen and 

industries for decades, but a recent scientific paper published 

in 2018 and anecdotal evidence from angler observations in 

both the western central Atlantic and eastern tropical Pacific 

suggest a decrease in the abundance of fish as well as changes 

in seasonality and size composition of catch.  Yet, to this day, 

the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has neither performed a modern stock 

assessment on dolphinfish targeted and incidentally caught in U.S. fisheries nor has an assessment of the status 

of the species been performed in the Caribbean Sea or Atlantic Ocean by any of the various management 

bodies.  Either of such assessments would provide a starting point to begin to intelligibly evaluate and monitor 

the status of the species into the future.  Add to this the lack of conservation measures throughout its range, the 

lack of catch and effort data of small-scale commercial fishing operations that target dolphinfish, the 

burgeoning use of moored and drifting fish aggregating devices (FADs) where dolphinfish is one of the top 

landed species, and the growing popularity of offshore recreational fishing, it would be naïve, and could prove 

disastrous, to think dolphinfish is immune to overfishing and can sustain healthy population sizes for decades to 

come given the aforementioned projections. 

Fortunately, the Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) was formed 16 years 

ago by Don Hammond to gather life history information needed to aid in 

protecting dolphinfish from overfishing and is now managed by its own 

501(c)(3), the Beyond Our Shores Foundation (BOSF), which is working to 

expand its presence throughout the Americas and Caribbean Sea.  The primary 

goal of the research associated with the DRP is to conserve wild dolphin for 

future generations to come. Wild is defined as fulfilling all life cycle stages in 

the wild from spawn, to yolk-sac larvae, to young of the year through to adult.  

Given the diverse stakeholders that target dolphinfish and the lack of action 

by fishery management agencies to monitor and ensure the long-term 

sustainability of the species, BOSF has created a work portfolio to provide more opportunities for fishermen 

across fishing sectors to engage in dolphinfish research.  This allows for more data to be collected so that we 

can take action and begin to monitor the species in order to ensure one of the most iconic pelagic fish species is 

conserved for future generations to come.  Research and conservation actions 

associated with the DRP are now complemented by a FAD research 

program, which aims to gather fisheries and economic data on FAD use, 

performance, effectiveness, and impact on pelagic fish species. A key 

performance metric in 2018 is the collection of 1049 vessel trip and catch 

reports from 24 participating vessels around the Atlantic and Caribbean.  

These catch statistics alone show that dolphinfish was caught 34 times more 

than all billfish species combined and 26 times more than wahoo.  One 

recreational vessel monitored off south Florida caught only dolphinfish during 

eight outings from June through November, a statistic that is likely true for 

Propelling Economies and Fisheries Data Collection in Puerto Rico: 

 Introducing the SeasonalCatch Seafood Initiative 
 

Photo 1  Kelvin Serrano releases a small, 
healthy, dolphinfish. Pic: Wess Merten 

Photo 2 FAD caught dolphinfish  Pic: Luis 
Burgos Caribbean Fishing Academy 

https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/World_Resources_Institute_Creating_Sustainable_Food_Future.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/icesjms/article/75/4/1427/4840572
https://beyondourshores.org/fad-research/
https://beyondourshores.org/fad-research/
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other recreational vessels, which stresses the need to support our tagging efforts to increase spawning of small 

fish <25” to create healthier pelagic food webs (please donate what you can here).  As we continue to increase 

the number of participating vessels, we will be able to start to examine seasonal trends in catch and effort which 

is the principle data needed to monitor the status of dolphinfish.  While we won’t be able to generalize seasonal 

trends across boats until we have a large enough sample size by region, we will be able to compare and contrast 

individual vessel histories to examine dolphinfish catch and effort trends which is a worthwhile endeavor for 

our program and this species.  Email us to sign up or click here to receive our quarterly FAD newsletters to 

receive updates about this ongoing research.   

In an effort to complete a well-rounded work portfolio to help improve our 

knowledge of dolphinfish, we are pleased to announce the successful 

completion of a third program, the SeasonalCatch Seafood Initiative.  

This program was created to promote market incentives and collect data 

on small-scale fishing operations and seafood dynamics in Puerto Rico as 

well as to drive environmental stewardship, sustainable fishing practices, 

and responsible harvest of species such as dolphinfish that occurs 

seasonally around Puerto Rico.  We believe that by providing educational 

tools and incentives from our research to seafood restaurant-fishermen 

partnerships in Puerto Rico, tools and 

incentives that benefit their businesses, 

clientele, and ability to teach the 

public about local, fresh, and sustainably caught seafood harvested in-

season, they become the beat of ocean conservation in their communities 

and will safeguard their local marine resources for generations to come.  

Given the predicted rise in global population size and demand for protein, 

humanity is facing a food crisis that will not be able to be met by 

aquaculture and mariculture alone.  This demand must be met by sustainable fisheries management of wild fish 

stocks, and dolphinfish represents a potential sustainable fishery if it is managed and harvested properly.  

Problematically, there is a lack of accurate landings and seafood data on dolphinfish, and other seafood, in 

places like Puerto Rico.  We feel that one way to change this is to work with local seafood restaurants on local 

scales to help promote their local, fresh, and sustainably caught fish by providing meaningful incentives in 

exchange for gathering detailed information that will improve fisheries 

management and advance ocean conservation.  Working in partnership 

with BOSF for nearly two years, MenTa Cuisine was equipped with an 

industrial strength generator six months ago; this generator was one of a 

few equipment and technology upgrades MenTa Cuisine has received in 

exchange for participating in the SeasonalCatch Seafood Initiative.  MenTa Cuisine’s owner, Cedric Taquin, 

said recently, "just within the last few weeks MenTa has received business from dozens of customers because 

we have remained open during blackouts. Not to mention the benefit of not having to run around town to gather 

ice and supplies to keep our local catch from spoiling when the power is out.  We are so excited to be a part of 

this movement which helps our business and economy and provides new data 

to improve fisheries management and our understanding of seafood dynamics 

in Puerto Rico."  Click here to watch a film about the implementation of this 

pilot program in Puerto Rico and click here to read more about how you can 

support program’s expansion on the island or get involved.  This pilot 

program was made possible through a grant from the Waitt Foundation and 

participation of the University of Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School of 

Business Global Fellows Programs.   

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=SJ0PgJjlayhCADzGFRDkb5tiBm_QTqFA4F-MJGy4gwekCeyqabRRwiEO4ZzEcUb4s4o0_W&country.x=US&locale.x=US
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://signup.e2ma.net/signup/1866148/1809236/
https://www.facebook.com/MenTaCusine/
https://www.facebook.com/MenTaCusine/
https://www.facebook.com/MenTaCusine/
https://youtu.be/ym89CO7N3MY
https://beyondourshores.org/seasonalcatch
http://waittfoundation.org/
https://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/centers-excellence/global-business/programs-initiatives/undergraduate-programs/global-consulting-fellows
https://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/centers-excellence/global-business/programs-initiatives/undergraduate-programs/global-consulting-fellows
https://youtu.be/ym89CO7N3MY
https://www.facebook.com/MenTaCusine/
http://waittfoundation.org/
https://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/centers-excellence/global-business/programs-initiatives/undergraduate-programs/global-consulting-fellows
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Tagging Progress by Zone through 12/10/2018 

 

 

Support the DRP by Purchasing a T-shirt 

 

Help support our dolphin research by purchasing a 

program tee.  The logo featured on the shirts was 

created by Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist 

and fisheries scientist.  DRP tees come in white, 

grey, and black.  You can also purchase a FAD t-

shirt to support our FAD research. These tees are 

designed by Casta Design in San Diego, CA.  

Please click here to order a t-shirt.  Click here to 

read our latest FAD newsletter  

 

 

Donate to Support the DRP in 2019 
2018 has been a 

banner year for 

dolphin conservation 

and science for the 

DRP.  Anglers 

participating in the 

program have 

generated new 

movements results and 

angler participation 

has expanded around 

the western central Atlantic.  With the end of the year 

approaching we are continuing our campaign for support 

of the program in 2019.  Tax deductible donations can 

be made to the Beyond Our Shores Foundation, a 

corporation that has received 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status 

and is the official nonprofit that manages the DRP.  

Your support can help purchase tags and supplies to 

assemble tagging kits that are distributed to fishermen 

throughout the world to engage them in our research.  

Your funds can also help support our education 

programs, which teaches anglers young and older about 

the importance of fisheries and ocean conservation.  

Your funds can also help purchase computer and office 

equipment to help write reports, conduct data analysis, 

and create presentations for outreach and education.  

There is no donation that is too small.  Please donate by 

clicking here. 

To make tax-deductible donation click image below: 

 

To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:   

Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphin Study 

 

Mail to:   

Wessley Merten 

Dolphinfish Research Program 

Beyond Our Shores, Inc. 

PO BOX 662 

Rockville, MD, 20848 

Email:  wess@beyondourshores.org 

Tagging Zones Releases (#) 

Florida 1: 23o-25oN 

Caribbean Sea 

758 

606 

Florida 2: 25o-27oN 379 

Eastern Tropical Pacific: TSL 216 

Florida 3: 27o-30oN 142 

SAB 2: 32o-33oN 50 

MAB 2: >38 oN 42 

Bahamas 9 

Eastern Tropical Pacific: GU/CR 10 

Gulf of Mexico 6 

SAB 1: 30o-32oN 5 

MAB1: 36.5o-38o 3 

NCSE: 33o-35oN 2 

NCNE: 35o-36.5oN 1 

Total 2,229 

https://www.facebook.com/dolphinfishresearchprogram?ref=bookmarks
https://beyondourshores.org/shop/
https://beyondourshores.org/shop/
https://www.guyharvey.com/
https://castadesign.com/
https://beyondourshores.org/shop/
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Q2-June-FAD-eNewsletter.pdf
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Beyond-Our-Shores-IRS-Determination-Letter.pdf
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=MUULQ9TCG3ZHW&source=url
https://beyondourshores.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Beyond-Our-Shores-Donation-Form.pdf
mailto:wess@beyondourshores.org
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=MUULQ9TCG3ZHW&source=url
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=MUULQ9TCG3ZHW&source=url
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https://beyondourshores.org/2018-donors/

